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Executive Summary

As the global
economy resets,
some sovereign
institutions are
reevaluating their
views of asset-liability
management and
the suitability of
traditional investment
models in order
to become better
stewards of their
national wealth
for current and
future generations.

While sovereign institutions differ greatly according to their mandates, investment
preferences, and local conditions, they all operate within the same global capital
markets that are still processing fall-out from the financial crisis. New regulation and
administered interest rates as well as ongoing global rebalancing and retooling are
driving historic changes. As with other large institutional investors, the financial crisis
prompted many sovereign institutions to reexamine their assumptions about liquidity,
diversification, risk management and governance. As the global economy resets, some
sovereign institutions are reevaluating their views of asset-liability management and
the suitability of traditional investment models in order to become better stewards of
their national wealth for current and future generations. Seeking to better understand
those deliberations, senior investment professionals from BNY Mellon Investment
Management recently sat down with Dr. Sung Cheng Chih, former Chief Risk Officer
for the Government of Singapore Investment Corporation (GIC) and current advisor
to multiple sovereign institutions in Asia and Europe, to discuss how some of these
investors are beginning to rethink best practices. Taking part in the roundtable from
BNY Mellon were:
• Tom Higgins, Global Macro Strategist for Standish Mellon Asset Management
• Lex Huberts, President of Mellon Capital Management Corporation
• Jack Malvey, Chief Global Markets Strategist and Director of the
BNY Mellon Center for Global Investment and Market Intelligence
• Rumi Masih, Senior Investment Strategist within BNY Mellon’s Investment
Strategy and Solutions Group (ISSG)1
• Cynthia Steer, Head of Manager Research and Investment Solutions
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One of the main
takeaways from
the financial crisis
for many institutional
investors was the need
to be more dynamic,
nimble and flexible
from a governance
perspective.

Rumi Masih: I think it is important to emphasize up front that it is very difficult to lump
sovereign institutions together into one group as they are very heterogeneous, with
different objectives, investment preferences and sources of funds. Their mandates
will vary according to whether they are managing central bank reserves; commodity,
savings or stabilization funds; pension reserves or social security funds; or acting as
government holding companies. They also operate within different political, regional
and cultural preconditions and are at different stages of development. Kuwait’s
Investment Authority (KIA) and the Saudi Arabia Monetary Authority (SAMA) have
been around since the early 1950s, whereas many other sovereign funds are much
younger. So I think it is a mistake to treat them as a monolith, since they face distinctive
risks, opportunities, and challenges.
Nonetheless it seems there are three general areas of concern for this group as a
whole that were under discussion before the financial crisis hit, but which the financial
crisis threw into much sharper relief. One is the idea of taking a more liability-aware
investment approach that encompasses a broader, multi-generational view of liabilities
and at least acknowledges the potential for contingent liabilities that can arise in times
of market stress, as we saw during the financial crisis. One of the bigger challenges
seems to be devising effective ways to measure and hedge those liabilities according to
very different revenue and spending drivers and across multiple macro environments.
The second area goes to the question of governance models that will allow these
strategic pools of capital with very long time horizons to incorporate a greater degree of
tactical flexibility into their strategic asset allocation. One of the main takeaways from
the financial crisis for many institutional investors was the need to be more dynamic,
nimble and flexible from a governance perspective.
Finally, there seems to be a desire among some of these institutions to go beyond
traditional investment models of asset allocation and risk budgeting. This appears
motivated by a desire not only to deal with the current challenging environment of low
administered rates and low yields, but also to develop a more transparent approach
over the longer term to combining risk exposures more efficiently across liquid and
illiquid asset classes as well as a better way to measure value-added performance.

Factors for Success
Sung Cheng Chih: I agree that these funds are very different, and so it is difficult to
generalize or to extrapolate a one-size-fits-all approach across the board. Also, I
think different institutions are at different stages in terms of looking at how they are
operating. There are certain sovereign institutions I am familiar with that are more
advanced in their thinking and implementation across the areas you mentioned, such
as the Canada Pension Plan Investment Board (CPPIB) and Norges Bank Investment
Management (NBIM). For many other funds, these ideas are still mainly aspirational.
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Generally speaking, however, I think what all these sovereign institutions share is a
desire to build excellent investment organizations. Based on my own experience in
interacting with the leading sovereign, pension and endowment funds, I think there are
four critical factors for success. First is the governance question you alluded to; second
is the choice of investment model; and finally both the people you choose to manage
and oversee the funds as well as the culture you create for them to operate in are crucial.

Retooling Governance Models
The ability to
think through new
investment models
and incorporate a
more liability-aware
approach requires a
certain level of stability
on the committees
and sophistication of
the investment staff.

Cynthia Steer: I think the issue of governance and the social contract between fund
managers and sponsors is critical, because it affects basic questions like how quickly
or how slowly you can move in a time of market stress or the degree to which you can
capture market opportunities.
As we know, under the best of circumstances, it takes an enormous amount of
time and energy to set up these funds, find the right people, agree on governance
practices, understand how committee members rotate on and off, get performance
reporting up and running, establish chains of command, staff reporting, etc. These
deeper organizational and cultural issues can have a huge impact on the long-term
effectiveness of the funds, but often don’t get the attention they deserve at the outset.
I think the ability to think through new investment models and incorporate a more
liability-aware approach requires a certain level of stability on the committees and
sophistication of the investment staff.
I also believe the financial crisis was an important wake-up call for a range of
institutional investors with long-term investment horizons who didn’t normally think
in terms of liabilities — whether they were endowments or sovereign wealth funds —
to rethink basic assumptions about liquidity and governance and to be more liabilityaware at least on a contingency basis, in order to be better equipped for the next crisis.

Liability Awareness for Sovereign Institutions
Sung Cheng Chih: I think there are countries that have liabilities in excess of the
wealth they have accumulated, but there seems to be a great reluctance to recognize
that disconnect. Central banks are more cognizant of the liabilities because economic
stability forms part of their core mandate and yet they may not have a full view of
the government’s total liabilities or the wherewithal to take a whole-government
perspective in managing their reserves. Obviously when you are talking about some of
the more sophisticated national pension plans, they take the liability side of the balance
sheet very seriously. I think the CPPIB is a good example of a plan that is explicitly
managing its assets to the expected liabilities with a statutory 75-year horizon. The
Norwegians are certainly liability-aware, but their investment process at this point
is not explicitly liability-driven.
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Rumi Masih: We saw during the financial crisis in countries like Ireland, Russia and
Kazakhstan that their reserve funds became the lenders of last resort to prop up the
banking system or the economy. Has that influenced thinking on contingent liabilities
and perhaps suggested a more holistic approach to sovereign assets and liabilities?

By extending the
time horizon to 20
years or more, you
can better capture
changes in liabilities
driven by longer-term
forces like demographic
changes and structural
shifts in the global
economic system.

Sung Cheng Chih: I haven’t seen evidence of that except in isolated cases. But I think
we get a hint from the term we use for this collective group of investors: sovereign
wealth funds. A distinguishing feature is that the sovereign has the power to change
the investment mandate given to its SWF overnight, and I think some of these SWFs
do not have a full appreciation of this fact and hence continue to see their role purely
as one of asset management without placing the funds they manage in the broader
context of the governments’ overall finances.
Lex Huberts: The countervailing argument against a more comprehensive national view
of potential or contingent liabilities as well as assets is that it then quickly becomes a
political question. I think there is a paradox in that all these nations seem to recognize
that it is in their best long-term interests to segregate these surplus assets: take them
out of the politicians’ and policymakers’ hands and invest them according to a longterm investment horizon. But then we hear calls for thinking about how to smooth the
economy or wealth levels or how to best use these assets to help the country over the
short term. I think that could be a slippery slope, as it runs the risk of political leaders
using the sovereign wealth assets as a kind of ATM for their short-term political
purposes, perhaps jeopardizing the long term.
I think the idea of a holistic approach to asset/liability management of an entire country
is intellectually somewhat appealing, but it can quickly become nebulous in terms
of the choices that need to be made; that is, what are the right objectives and hence
liabilities of the mandate? Remember, these “liabilities” are very different from the rights
of pensioners or depositors. Which generations or groups should benefit? Perhaps an
asset-centric approach that is more agnostic about “liabilities” should be considered in
the absence of explicit instructions.
Sung Cheng Chih: In terms of the funds I’m familiar with, many are still extrapolating
their inflow patterns, so the more dominant question for them is how to invest these
inflows rather than preparing for contingent liabilities.
In my own experience, by extending the time horizon to 20 years or more, you can
better capture changes in liabilities driven by longer-term forces like demographic
changes and structural shifts in the global economic system.
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In terms of being better prepared for contingencies, some funds have made progress
in implementing pre-agreed de-risking mechanisms. With such a mechanism in place,
the asset manager does not have to make the argument from ground zero; pre-defined
warning signals can be put in place as triggers for de-risking actions. The motivation
behind such contingent facilities is that markets do provide clues as to when valuations
become overly stretched, leverage becomes excessive and risk becomes mismeasured
and mispriced, with some lead time to act. The challenge in building such leading
indicators is how to balance the “false positives” against the “false negatives.”

De-risking the
portfolio successfully
ahead of a market
crash puts the fund
in a far better position
to acquire undervalued assets that
investors with less
holding power are
forced to liquidate
in an environment
of poor liquidity, lack
of access to capital
and heightened
risk aversion.

By way of analogy, big sovereign funds are like supertankers that find it difficult
to change course quickly. So in order not to be caught overinvested in one area or
overexposed near the top of the market, it is important to develop dashboard signals
in advance that can trigger a contrarian bias. Between selling well and buying well, the
former is more important. De-risking the portfolio successfully ahead of a market crash
puts the fund in a far better position to acquire under-valued assets that investors with
less holding power are forced to liquidate in an environment of poor liquidity, lack of
access to capital and heightened risk aversion.

Rethinking Risk Management
Rumi Masih: We have recently worked on a similar kind of systematized de-risking
approach for a “supertanker” fund that is very sensitive to changes in commodity prices.
An interesting insight from our research was that in terms of de-risking triggers, we
found that the riskiest period is when commodity prices are peaking. That’s the point
at which it is prudent to think about de-risking, as opposed to when prices are low or
building up. So this is a contrarian view to the notion that you should be increasing risk
when commodity prices are booming because your government expenditures will be
covered by those higher prices.
This project spoke to a more holistic approach to asset/liability management (ALM)
for sovereigns and addressed head-on the challenge that Lex mentioned: how do we
make it ruthlessly practical for reserve managers to implement? Our assignment was
to develop a reserve management framework that incorporated the main drivers of
the economy and reserve accumulation patterns, and was tailored to the short- and
long-term needs of a large sovereign institution. It had to provide adequate liquidity
for economic support and spending needs across a wide spectrum of commodity
price scenarios as well as maximize the wealth creation of excess reserves with an
appropriate consideration of risk tolerance.
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And while the fund may be very sensitive to changes in commodity prices, the project
was not about improving how commodity prices are forecast but rather how to tier
liquidity properly so that there is a contingency plan in the event that commodity prices
fall below a break-even level.

Philosophically,
I agree that tactical
flexibility and a
greater degree
of manager
discretion can
be a good thing,
but I think it is
often difficult for
boards to decide
when and how to
make those shifts.

We suggested partitioning the reserves into separate portfolios with different liquidity
and risk profiles. An economic support portfolio serves as a floor for liquidity needs
to maintain a stable currency, cover imports and external debt servicing and provide
countercyclical spending when necessary. The asset allocation for the transition
portfolio is determined by a state-contingent approach based on specific drivers of the
national economy (mainly commodity prices), projected excess liquidity needs and an
appropriate macroeconomic environment for risk-seeking assets. Finally, a separate
development portfolio consists of long-term illiquid and return-seeking investments
(e.g., infrastructure) correlated to the development of the national economy and
national welfare.

Incorporating Tactical Flexibility
Rumi Masih: I believe we will see many more sovereign wealth funds partitioning
their portfolios along these lines. I’d like to tie this discussion of partitioning assets
to the broader theme of moving beyond traditional investment models. First, I would
like to hear whether Sung believes strategic investors need to be more dynamic and
opportunistic. And if so, how can they accomplish that?
Sung Cheng Chih: Philosophically, I agree that tactical flexibility and a greater degree
of manager discretion can be a good thing, but I think it is often difficult for boards to
decide when and how to make those shifts.
Lex Huberts: I think it is problematic to completely disconnect a strategic allocation
from tactical adjustments. The main criticism of classic asset allocation is that you
cannot rely on historical returns as a guide. You need to take a forward-looking
approach and invest in the world as it looks today rather than yesterday. That to me
means it must be a dynamic process by definition. We have a world today where
correlation structures are very dynamic. There is some knowable information about
how capital markets behave and it’s dynamic and I don’t think we should ignore that. So
to have a strategic position that is not tied in some way to the tactical reallocation is to
my mind probably not a good idea. The governance around this should be parsimonious
and expedient, but that is likely difficult for a large fund to accomplish.
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To set a practical long-term policy, investors today think in terms of the asset classes
that can be purchased. But the objective function is not determined in that dimension;
rather it’s based on returns, risk, and drawdowns. So in a way I think a strategic
allocation policy based on asset classes is a bit of a crude instrument. As we start
thinking in terms of outcomes, we take at least one step away from that traditional
asset-class-centric view and begin to think more in terms of risk factors. Because of the
twin issues of governance and the required dynamics in asset allocation, I believe some
delegation to outside managers with many years of experience could help, especially for
SWFs that are relatively young institutions.

The tight link
between policy
and actual portfolios
imposes structural
rigidity. There is also
a lack of transparency
on the underlying
risk and return drivers
beneath the asset
class labels.

Toward a New Investment Model
Sung Cheng Chih: Personally, I think it is advantageous to be able to toggle between
those two different views of asset classes and risk factors. At the same time, I think it
is very hard for pension funds, sovereign funds or central banks to tell their boards that
they are jettisoning a time-honored asset allocation view of the world (which accounts
for 90% or more of their risk and return). I think that transition is more likely to occur
with baby steps.
Having said that, some of the more advanced long-term investors, such as Denmark’s
ATP, Alaska’s Permanent Fund and Canada’s CPPIB, have embraced new investment
models that go beyond traditional asset allocation approaches. As I said at the outset,
I think the choice of investment model is one of the four critical factors for success for
sovereign institutions.
As we’ve discussed, the mainstream model for many sovereign institutions is still
centered on a quasi-static policy portfolio with a high allocation to equity-like assets,
with modest levels of active management, diversification into alternative assets
and regular rebalancing. While that model has certain strengths, not the least of
which is that the alignment of asset class and resource allocation results in a simpler
organizational design, there are significant weaknesses too. Some of these we have
alluded to.
The tight link between policy and actual portfolios imposes structural rigidity. There is
also a lack of transparency on the underlying risk and return drivers beneath the asset
class labels. Some other flaws pertain to the treatment of private market investments
such as the failure to distinguish skill-based value creation from cheap-to-replicate
beta and currency returns, leverage effects and illiquidity premia; while the active
risk framework originally developed for benchmark-relative strategies is ineffective in
managing the risk of benchmark-agnostic strategies.
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Some of the features I think would be attractive in a new model would be better risk
transparency; greater flexibility in combining investment strategies optimally; as well as
a more efficient allocation of an all-encompassing risk budget to underlying strategies
and heightened awareness of the susceptibility to tail risks. I think we also need to
do a better job of distinguishing true alpha from beta dressed up as alpha. Finally, to
Cynthia’s points about governance, there needs to be clear accountability through the
investment decision hierarchy and a politically acceptable division of responsibilities
among sponsor, trustees and management.

Instead of a full
transition out of
asset classes into
risk factors, the
LIF model retains
a reference portfolio
made up of liquid
public market asset
classes only as a
passive, transparent,
cheap-to-implement
solution.

Of the alternatives that have been proposed (e.g., portfolios of active strategies, risk
parity, factor buckets, valuation-driven approaches), I think the CPPIB’s experience with
what can be described as a liquid investable factor (LIF) model offers an interesting way
to bridge traditional asset allocation and the brave new world of risk premia.
Instead of a full transition out of asset classes into risk factors, the LIF model retains
a reference portfolio made up of liquid public market asset classes only as a passive,
transparent, cheap-to-implement solution. That portfolio acts as a passive alternative
and a bogey for risk and return measurement, while the actual invested portfolio is
constructed from a wide spectrum of active and passive investment strategies that seek
to add value by assuming a modest amount of additional risk not found in the reference
portfolio. These additional sources of return can come from alternative beta returns
such as real estate or timberland; style factor returns such as value and momentum;
skill-based alpha returns from stock selection or currency overlays; or assetspecific returns.
Because the reference portfolio is constrained to liquid public market indexes, it
provides a low-cost and transparent passive alternative that eases communication with
stakeholders. The two-stage portfolio construction permits flexible combinations of
active and passive strategies while imposing discipline to ensure optimal exposure to
the liquid betas that make up the reference portfolio. Moreover, this approach seems to
address some of the weaknesses of traditional asset allocation by providing greater risk
transparency and a fairer measurement of skill-based alpha.
But as I mentioned, this approach remains aspirational for the majority of sovereign
institutions. I think for the moment, most funds are really focused more on what they
should be doing right now to get through this challenging period.
Tom Higgins: I’m wondering to what extent sovereign wealth funds are concerned
about diversifying their reserves away from U.S. Treasuries and other dollardenominated assets.
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Sung Cheng Chih: Even before the European crisis was in full bloom, the trend was
toward higher-quality countries, at least in the fixed income area. But I think that
raises vulnerabilities going forward, because eventually the day of reckoning is going
to come, even, and some may say especially, for the U.S. For the time being, those that
have moved up the quality spectrum have suffered less, and in fact have enjoyed the
declining yield. But I do think the latent risk has increased.
Tom Higgins: And of course that raises the question of what happens when
everyone tries to exit the market at the same time. Most likely it will exacerbate
the market reaction.

Navigating the Here and Now
More broadly the
European contagion
and the process
of reform in the
early part of this
new century are
emblematic of an
end to the old global
financial system and
the beginning of
a new one.

Sung Cheng Chih: I think that points to the dilemma so many of these funds are facing:
how do we successfully navigate through these uncertain and volatile markets?
Jack Malvey: That is a highly complex topic, as there are so many elements coinciding
at the same time. I like to break the world down into geopolitical, political, local market
and economic terms as well as by asset class. Over the next two years I’m most worried
about geopolitical risk, especially whether the U.S. or Israel or others will intervene in
Iran following the U.S. presidential election in November.
If you don’t intervene, you’ll have one set of problems; if you do intervene, you’ll
have another set of problems. On a worst-case basis, we may be looking at $185
oil sometime in 2013.
I think the second obvious risk is Europe. The policymakers probably do not know the
ultimate resolution. We hope for a resolution that inflicts the least pain and gets Europe
back on a more normal economic track.
I think more broadly the European contagion and the process of reform in the early part
of this new century are emblematic of an end to the old global financial system and the
beginning of a new one. These transitions are not measured in quarters or even annual
periods, they are measured over the course of many years. In some ways I think some
of the problems in the geopolitical risk space of the early 21st century emanate from
the sovereign map-drawing that took place nearly a century ago following World War I.
Here, too, we are grappling with redesigning the financial system to a more conservative
standard with more rigorous regulatory oversight. A part of a larger process, this will
require extended adjustment and will continue to present great challenges to investors,
even those with long time horizons.
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We think helping
sovereign institutions
think through the pros
and cons of frameworks
that make sense for
their specific objectives
and circumstances will
be one of the more
important challenges for
investment managers
in this historic period
of global financial
market transformation.

Rumi Masih: I think we can all agree with Jack that there are major secular changes
afoot in terms of regulation, global rebalancing, or demographic trends that will
significantly alter the capital market landscape we operate in. Those changes seem
to strengthen the argument for going beyond traditional investment models and
mere asset class labels to develop an approach that is more transparent and granular
about the actual risk exposures in a portfolio and how they behave across different
macroeconomic and market conditions.
As we’ve discussed, the desire to be more liability aware was a theme before the global
financial crisis hit, and the crisis has only emphasized its pertinence. As Sung has
described, the challenge is finding the appropriate investment model for a sovereign
institution’s distinctive revenue sources, costs and risk appetite with the proper people,
governance and culture to support it.
I think we all agree that the kinds of liability challenges facing sovereign institutions are
an order of magnitude different from those facing corporate DB plans that have opted
for LDI approaches. Still, we believe there is value in understanding the sensitivities of
revenues and costs from a macro perspective. We think this kind of exercise can help
pave the way for the next generation of workable investment approaches for sovereign
institutions. But the emphasis must be on practical frameworks that policymakers can
implement and influence as investible asset allocation tools for their entire pool of
reserves. We think helping sovereign institutions think through the pros and cons of
frameworks that make sense for their specific objectives and circumstances will be one
of the more important challenges for investment managers in this historic period of
global financial market transformation.
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• BNY Mellon holds 90% of The Boston Company Asset Management, LLC and the remainder is owned by employees
of the firm. • BNY Mellon holds a 20% interest in Siguler Guff & Company, LP and certain related entities (including
Siguler Guff Advisers LLC). • BNY Mellon Cash Investment Strategies is a division of The Dreyfus Corporation. • BNY
Mellon Western Fund Management Company Limited is a joint venture between BNY Mellon (49%) and China based
Western Securities Company Ltd. (51%). The firm does not offer services outside of the People’s Republic of China.
• BNY Mellon owns a 19.9% minority interest in The Hamon Investment Group Pte Limited, the parent company
of Blackfriars Asset Management Limited (“Blackfriars”), Hamon Asset Management Limited and Hamon Asian
Advisors Limited (“HAAL”). Only Blackfriars and HAAL offer investment services in the U.S. • The Newton Group
refers to the following group of companies: Newton Investment Management Limited, Newton Capital Management
Limited, Newton International Investment Management Limited, Newton Capital Management LLC, and Newton Fund
Managers (CI) Limited. Except for Newton Capital Management LLC and Newton Capital Management Limited, none
of the other Newton companies offers services in the U.S. • BNY Mellon Asset Management International Limited and
any other BNY Mellon entity mentioned above are all ultimately owned by BNY Mellon.
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